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NEGATIVELY CURVED MANIFOLDS 
WITH EXOTIC SMOOTH STRUCTURES 

F. T. FARRELL AND L. E. JONES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let M denote a compact real hyperbolic manifold with dimension m :::: 5 
and with sectional curvature K = -1. Let ~l' ~2' ... '~k be a complete 
list of inequivalent exotic spheres of dimension m, where two exotic spheres 
are equivalent provided they are diffeomorphic, but not necessarily via an 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism; cf. [14]. (The standard sphere is not 
included in this list. Note that k + 1 is the cardinality of the set of equivalence 
classes of elements ~ in the abelian group 8 m of homotopy spheres, where 
two elements of 8 m are equivalent if they are either identical or negatives of 
each other.) The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Given any real number t5 > 0, there is a finite sheeted covering 
space M of M which satisfies the following properties. 

(a) No two of the manifolds M, M#~l' M#~2' ... ,M#~k are diffeomor-
phic, but they are all homeomorphic to one another. (Here "#" denotes 
connected sum.) 

(b) Each of the manifolds M#~l' M#~2' ... ,M#~k supports a Rieman-
nian metric, all of whose sectional curvature values lie in the interval 
(-1 - t5 , -1 + t5) . 

Remark. Let Ml and M2 denote two compact closed connected Riemannian 
manifolds which have strictly negative sectional curvature values and whose fun-
damental groups are isomorphic. Since both Ml and M;' are K (7t, 1 )-spaces, 
it follows that they must be homotopy equivalent to one another. Eells and 
Sampson showed there is a harmonic map representing a given homotopy class 
of homotopy equivalences; AI/ber and Hartmann showed this harmonic map is 
unique; cf. [24, 23, 25]. A problem with some history behind it is to determine 
whether or not Ml and M2 must be homeomorphic or diffeomorphic to one 
another. Cheeger showed in the mid-1970s that the total spaces of the two-
frame bundles ~(Ml), ~(M2) are homeomorphic; cf. [10, 8.2.P]. Gromov 
then showed that the total spaces of the sphere bundles S(M1) , S(M2 ) are 
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homeomorphic via a homeomorphism that preserves the orbits of the geodesic 
flows; cf. [10, 8.3.E]. Farrell and Hsiang showed in 1979 that M, x R3 and 
M2 x R3 are homeomorphic; cf. [4]. Recently, the authors have shown in [6] 
that M, and M2 are homeomorphic (provided dim(M,) 2: 5); in fact, we 
showed that any homotopy equivalence between M, and M2 is homotopic to 
a homeomorphism. Whether M, must be diffeomorphic to M2 is Problem 
12 of the list of geometric problems compiled by Yau [22]. (It is called the 
Lawson-Yau conjecture.) Theorem 1.1 gives a negative answer to this problem. 
In fact, M, can have constant sectional curvature equal to -1 while the sec-
tional curvature values of M2 can be pinched arbitrarily close to -1 and M, 
is homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to M 2 • We note that Gromov showed 
[9] that too strong a form of pinching would force M2 to be diffeomorphic to 
M, . Of course the grandfather of all of these results is Mostow's Rigidity The-
orem for hyperbolic space forms [16], which gives a positive answer to Problem 
12 when both M, and M2 have constant sectional curvature and more gen-
erally when both M, and M2 are locally symmetric spaces. See Siu [20] and 
Hamenstadt [12] for generalizations of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem relevant to 
Problem 12. Also see Mostow and Siu [18] and Gromov and Thurston [11] 
for other (earlier) examples of negatively curved manifolds which are not dif-
feomorphic to a locally symmetric space. Theorem 1.1 was motivated by the 
authors' earlier construction of Anosov diffeomorphisms and expanding endo-
morphisms on exotic smooth tori [5,8]. The situation of positive and zero (both 
constant and pinched) sectional curvature has been studied by various authors, 
and it is interesting to compare their results with the negative curvature case. 
(See [19] for references to these results.) 

The proof of Theorem 1.1 depends on the following two propositions. 

Proposition 1.2. Suppose that the finite sheeted covering space M of M is stably 
parallelizable. Then no two of the manifolds M, M#T., ' M#T.2 , ... , M#T.k are 
diffeomorphic. 

Proposition 1.3. Given a real number 6 > 0, there is a real number a > 0 which 
depends only on m = dim M and 6 such that the following is true. Suppose that 
thefinite sheeted covering space M of M has radius ofinJectivity greater than 3a 
at some point p EM. Then each of the manifolds M#T." M#T.2, ... , M#T.k 
supports a Riemannian metric, all of whose sectional curvature values lie in the 
interval (-1 - 6 , -1 + 6) . 

The proofs of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are given in §§2 and 3 of this paper, 
respectively. 

We shall now use Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 to complete the proof of Theorem 
1.1. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we use the result of Sullivan [21, p. 553] that 
there is a finite covering space M' of M such that M' is stably parallelizable. 
Let g" g2' ... ,gx be a list of all the closed geodesics in M' which have 
length less than or equal to 6a, where a comes from Proposition 1.3. Choose 
a point q E M' and elements p" P2' ... 'Px in 7r, (M' ,q) such that each 
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Pi is represented by a map 1;: SI -+ M' which is freely homotopic to gi' 
Since 1C 1 (M' , q) is residually finite (cf. [16, p. 309]), there is a homomorphism 
h: 1C 1 (M' , q) -+ G onto a finite group G such that h(P) f:. 1 for all indices i. 
Let Xi denote the finite covering space of M' corresponding to the kernel of 
h, which is a subgroup of 1C 1 (M' , q) . Note that Xi is a finite sheeted covering 
space of M which is stably parallelizable and which has radius of injectivity 
greater than 3a at each of its points. Thus, we may apply Propositions 1.2 and 
1.3 to Xi to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1. Note that in proving (a) of 
Theorem 1.1, we use the general fact that the topological type of a manifold is 
not changed by forming a connected sum of it with an exotic sphere. 

2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.2 

We shall need the following lemma to prove Proposition 1.2. Let N be 
a compact closed topological manifold, and let N1 , N2 denote two smooth 
structures on N. Recall that NI is said to be concordant to N2 if there is a 
smooth structure N on Nx [0, 1] such that 8_N = NI xO and 8+N = N2 xl. 
(See [15, p. 24].) 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that thefinite sheeted covering space Xi of M is orientable. 
Set N = Xi, NI = Xi#r.i , and N2 = Xi#r. j . Then NI is concordant to N2 if 
and only if NI is diffeomorphic to N2 via an orientation-preserving diffeomor-
phism. 

Proof of Lemma 2.1. First suppose that NI is concordant to N2 via a smooth 
structure N for N x [0, 1]. Since N is topologically a product, it follows 
from the topological invariance of Whitehead torsion and from the smooth s-
cobordism theorem that N is a product in the smooth category (see [15, pp. 
113-116]). Thus, NI is orientation-preservingly diffeomorphic to N2, since 
NI = 8_ Nand N2 = 8+ N . 

On the other hand, if there is a diffeomorphism f: NI -+ N2 ' which pre-
serves orientation, then by Mostow's Rigidity Theorem (see [17]), there is an 

- - 1 isometry g: M -+ M such that both f- and g represent the same element 
in the outer automorphism group of 1C1Xi. Note that g is isotopic (in the 
smooth category) to a diffeomorphism gl : Xi -+ Xi which is the identity on a 
ball Em c Xi. We may assume that N2 is constructed from Xi by forming the 
connected sum of Xi with r.j along the interior of Em . Thus, the restriction 
of gl to Xi - Em extends to a diffeomorphism g2: N2 -+ N2. Note that the 
composite g2 0 f: NI -+ N2 is a diffeomorphism which represents the identity 
element of the outer automorphism group of 1C 1 Xi. Thus, there is a homotopy 
h : Xi x [0, 1] -+ Xi which restricts to g2 0 f at Xi x 0 and to the identity map of 
Xi at Xixl. Define H: Xix[O, 1]-+Xix[O, 1] by H(x,t)=(h(x,t),t). 
Since H restricts to a homeomorphism on the boundary of Xi x [0, 1], we may 
apply [7, Corollary 10.6] to get a homotopy (which is constant on both Xi x 0 
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.-.. I ..-.. .-.. 
and M x 1) of H to a homeomorphism H : M x [0, 1] -+ M x [0, 1]. Note 
that H' satisfies the following properties. 

1- -2.2. (a) H : M x [0,1] -+ M x [0,1] is a homeomorphism. 
(b) H': M x 0 -+ M x 0 equals the diffeomorphism g2 0 f: NI -+ N2 . 
(c) H': M x 1 -+ M x 1 is the identity. 
Let N be the smooth structure on M x [0, 1] which is obtained by pulling 

back the smooth structure N2 x [0, 1] for M x [0, 1] along the map H'. It 
follows from 2.2 that N is a concordance from NI to N2 • This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2.1. 

Let N3 denote M#( -~), and suppose that f: NI -+ N2 is an orientatlOn-
reversing diffeomorphism; then arguing as above would yield a diffeomorphism 
g3: N2 -+ N3 such that the composite g3 0 f: NI -+ N3 is homotopic to the 
identity map of M and eventually yields that NI and N3 are concordant. In 
this way, we obtain the following extension of Lemma 2.1. 

Addendum 2.3. Suppose M#~i is diffeomorphic to M#~j; then either M#~i 
is concordant to M#~j or to M#( -~). Also, if M#}:i is diffeomorphic to 
M, then M#~i is concordant to M. 

Proof of Proposition 1.2. Because of Addendum 2.3, it suffices to prove that, 
for any pair (~, ~/) of distinct elements in em' M#~ is not concordant to 
M#~' . The proof of this given below is motivated by Brumfiel's paper [3]. 

Using the fact that M is stably parallelizable and [15, Theorem 4.1, p. 25; 
Theorem 10.1, p. 194], we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
concordance classes of smooth structures on M and the homotopy classes of 
maps from M to TOP /0 (denoted by [M, TOP /0]) with the hyperbolic struc-
ture on M corresponding to the class of the constant map. For the same 
reasons, there is a one-to-one correspondence between em and [Sm, TOP /0] 
with Sm corresponding to the constant class. Let PI and P2 in [Sm, TOP /0] 
correspond to ~ and ~' ,respectively. We recall that TOP /0 has an infinite de-
looping associated to the Whitney sum operation (see [2, p. 215]). In particular, 
TOP /0 = n2(X) for some space X, from which it follows that [M, TOP /0] 
has a natural abelian group structure. If P is the class of a map from Sm 
to TOP /0, then p* denotes the class of its composite with a degree-one map 
from M to Sm. One can compute, based on the naturality of [15, Theorem 

- - I 10.1, p. 195], that the smooth structures M#~ and M#~ correspond to the 
elements P; and P; , respectively. Thus, to complete the proof of Proposition 
1.2, it suffices to verify the following claim. 

Claim 2.4. The map [Sm, TOP /0] ~ [M, TOP /0] (given by sending P to 
p*) is monic, i.e., P; i- P; . 

Towards verifying Claim 2.4, we let h: ~m+2(M) -+ S2m+2 denote the 
(m + 2)-fold suspension of a degree-one map f: M -+ Sm. Since M is sta-
bly parallelizable, we have that ~m+2(M) is obtained by collapsing to a point 
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an (m + 2)-sphere in the stable Thorn-space of if. Thus, there is a map 
g: S2m+2 -+ ~m+2(if) realizing the (m + 2)-fold suspension of the orienta-

- - h 2m+2 2m+2 tion class [M] E Hm(M, Z). Note that the composite 0 g: S -+ S 
has degree equal to one and is therefore homotopic to the identity map. Let 
Y denote the (m + 2)-fold delooping of TOP /0, i.e., nm+2(y) = TOP /0 
(see [2, p. 215]). Let ~m+2: [U, TOP /0] -+ [~m+2( U), Y] denote the stan-
dard suspension isomorphism, and let f*: [Sm, TOP /0] -+ [if, TOP /0], 
g* : [~m+2(if), Y] -+ [S2m+2, Y], and h* : [S2m+2, Y] -+ [~m+2(if), Y] de-
note the homomorphisms induced by f, g, and h. Note that the following 
properties hold. 

2.5. (a) g* 0 h* = identity (because hog is homotopic to the identity). 
(b) P; = f*(P). 
(c) ~m+2 is an isomorphism. 
(d) ~m+2 0 f* = h* 0 ~m+2 . 
Suppose that Claim 2.4 is false, i.e., P; = P; . Then using 2.5(a), (b), and (d), 

we would get that ~m+2(PI) = 'Lm+2(P2). Thus, by 2.5(c), we have PI = P2' 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2. 

3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.3 

Before beginning the proof of Proposition 1.3, we must recall a fact about 
manifolds of constant negative curvature and state a lemma. 

Let A( , ) denote the Riemannian metric on Sm-I X (0, 3) which is the 
product of the standard Riemannian metric on the unit (m - I)-sphere Sm-I 
with the standard Riemannian metric on (0, 3). Let C;, y denote the distri-
butions on Sm-I X (0, 3) which are tangent to the first and second factors, 
respectively. Let PI : T(Sm-1 x (0, 3)) -+ C; , P2 : T(Sm-1 x (0, 3)) -+ y be the 
A-orthogonal projections. Define 2-tensors Ai( , ), i = 1 , 2, on Sm-I X (0, 3) 
by 

AJv, w) = A(Pi(v) , Pi(w)). 

Define a Riemannian metric A ( , ) on Sm - I X (0, 3) by 

3.1. A(v, w) = sinh2(at)A I (v, w)+a2 A2(v, w) for any pair of vectors v, w 
tangent to Sm-I X (0, 3) at a point (q, t) E Sm-I X (0,3). 

It is well known that if if has radius of injectivity greater than 3a at 
P E if, there is a smooth map h: Sm-I X (0, 3) -+ if which satisfies the 
following properties. 

3.2. (a) h is an embedding. 
(b) For each q E Sm-I , the path g(t) = h(q, t) is a geodesic of speed a 

with limit t-+og(t) = P . 
( c) The pull back along h : Sm -I X (0, 3) -+ M of the Riemannian metric 

( , ) ,if is equal to A( , ). 
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Remark. To verify 3.2, we argue as follows. Let Sm-l denote the unit sphere 
centered at the origin in TMp' and define h : Sm-l X (0, 3) -+ M of 3.2 to be 
the composite map 

Sm-l X (0, 3).£ TMp ~ M, 
where g(v, t) = atv . Then h clearly satisfies 3.2(a) and (b). To verify 3.2(c), it 
is convenient to choose a coordinate system for M in a disc of radius 3a about 
p with respect to which ( , ) if has the same coordinates as does the metric in 
the Poincare disc model for hyperbolic m-space. The remaining details are left 
to the reader. 

Note that since ( , ) if has constant sectional curvature equal to -I, it 
follows by 3.2( c) that A also has constant sectional curvature equal to -1. 
Another way to see this is by noting that A (defined by 3.1) is just a special 
case of the warped product metric of Bishop and O'Neill [1]. Thus, the sectional 
curvatures of A can be computed as in [1, p. 27] to be -1. 

In the following lemma, we consider the sectional curvature for Riemannian 
metrics on Sm-l X [1 , 2] which have roughly the same form as AISm- 1 x [1 , 2] . 
In more detail, we let B( , ) be any Riemannian metric on Sm-l X [1, 2] which 
satisfies the following properties. 

3.3. (a) For any v E ~1(Sm-l x [1,2]), WE rl(Sm-l x [1,2]), we have that 
B(v, w) = O. 

(b) If t denotes the second coordinate variable in the product Sm-l X [1 , 2] , 
then we have that B(a jat, a jat) = 1. 

We define a new Riemannian metric B( , ) on Sm-l X [1,2] as follows. 

3.4. B(v, w) = sinh2(at)B1 (v, w)+a2 B2(v, w) for any pair of vectors v, W 
tangent to Sm-l X [1,2] at the point (q, t) E Sm-l X [1,2], where 

Bi(v, w) = B(Pi(V) , Pi(W)), 

In the following lemma, we let P denote a 2-plane tangent to Sm-l X [1, 2], 
and we let K'jj(P) denote the sectional curvature of P with respect to B( , ). 

Lemma 3.5. For a given B( , ) as in 3.3 and for B( , ) as in 3.4, we have 

limitK'jj(P) =-1 
a-+CO 

uniformly in P. 

We will first complete the proof of Proposition 1.3 based on Lemma 3.5. 
Then we will prove Lemma 3.5. 

Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let E: ,E'::. denote the northern and southern hemi-
spheres of the unit m-sphere Sm. Each exotic sphere l:i can be constructed 
by glueing E: to E'::. along a diffeomorphism 1;: a E: -+ a E'::. (this is a 
well-known application of the h-cobordism theorem). Since aE: = Sm-l , it 
follows from 3.2 that M#l:i can be constructed by glueing Sm-l X [1, 2] to 
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M - h(Sm-1 X (1,2)) along the maps h: Sm-I X 1 -+ M - h(Sm-1 x (1,2)) 
- ml - ml -and h 0 f j : S - x 2 -+ M - h(S - x (1,2)), where fj(x, 2) = (J;(X) , 2). 

Choose a metric B( , ) on Sm-I X [l , 2] which satisfies 3.3 and the following 
properties. 

3.6. Let BI ( , ) be constructed from B( , ) as in 3.4. 

(a) BIISm- 1 x 1 = AIISm- 1 x 1. 
(b) BIISm- 1 x 2 equals the pull back along 7j : Sm-I X 2 -+ Sm-I X 2 of 

AI ISm- l x2. 
(c) BI is constant in t near t = 1, 2. 

We define a metric ( , )j on M#r. j as follows. 

3.7. (a) ( , )jlM - h(Sm-1 x (1,2)) = ( , )MIM - h(Sm-1 x (1,2)). 
(b) ( , )jISm-1 x [1,2] = B, where B is constructed from B as in 3.4. 
It follows from 3.2, 3.6, and 3.7 that ( , ) j is well defined. It follows from 

3.7 and from Lemma 3.5 that 

limitK( )(P)=-1 
0-+00 'I 

uniformly in P, where P is any 2-sphere tangent to M#r. j and where K( , ); (P) 
is the sectional curvature of P with respect to ( , ) j • 

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.3. 

Proof of Lemma 3.5. The proof of the lemma relies upon the following claim. 

Claim 3.8. For any (po' to) E Sm-I X [1,2], there are two coordinate systems 
(XI' x 2' ... ,xm_ l ) and 0'1' Y2' ... 'Ym-I) for Sm-I near Po' and a linear 
coordinate t for [1, 2] near to such that the following hold true. 

(a) A( , ) = g~jdxjdxj + di, B( , ) = g~jdYidYj + di, where g~j = 

A(8/8xj ,8/8x) and g~j = B(8/8yi , 8/8Y). 
(b) g~j(Po' to) = 0; = g~j(po' to)' 
(c) Let k and s denote any nonnegative integers satisfying k + s :::; 2, and 

let X. '.' . and Y... . s denote the partial derivatives (through second 
l,j,II"'lk,S l,j,II"'lk , 

order) 
8 k +s- a 8 k +s- b 

---g-jj,-' ----:;-( t) and g ij ( t ) 
8x. ",8x. 8tS Po' 0 8- 8- 8tS Po' 0 • 'I 'k Yi l '" Y ik 

Then we must have 
I, 'X Ok 2s ~j d I' 'y Ok 2s ~j Imlt ... . = u . an 1m It ... . = u· 
n-+oo 1,);II""k's J 0-+00 1,);'I""k's } 

uniformly in (PO' to) (where 00 = 1 and Ok = 0 if k :2: 1 ). 
We shall first complete the proof of Lemma 3.5 based on Claim 3.8. Then 

we shall verify Claim 3.8. 
Choose an orthonormal basis {VI' v2 } for the 2-plane P, and write Vi = 

aij8/8Yj + aim8 /8t, where we sum over the j. Set v; = aij8/8xj + aim 8 /8t, 
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and let P' denote the 2-plane spanned by the {v;, v;}. Note that it follows 
from Claim 3.8(a) and (b) and from the classical relation between the coeffi-
cients of the curvature tensor and of the first fundamental form (cf. [13, §§5.3 
and 6.2]), that KA(P') is a polynomial in the {Xi,j;il, ... ,ik,s' ail} and that 
K -B (P) is the same polynomial in the {Y. '.' . ,a .. }. Thus, by Claim 

I ,j, II' .•• , lk ,s lJ 

3.8(c), we have that 
limit(K:n(P) - KA(P')) = 0 
a-+OO 

uniformly in P. Since KA(P') = -1 (cf. 3.2(c)), the conclusion of Lemma 3.5 
follows. 

It remains to construct the coordinates (x I ' ... , X m -I)' Cy I ' ... , Y m _I ) , 

and t and to verify Claim 3.8. Towards this end, we choose coordinates 
(XI' ... ,xm_ l ) and (Y I"" 'Ym-I) for Sm-I near Po so that the following 
hold. 
3.9. (a) A( , ) = g~dXidxj + dt2 , B( , ) = gtdYidYj + dt2 • 

(b) g~(po' to) = JJ = gt(Po' to) . 
(c) There is a number C > 0, which is independent of (po' to)' such that 

for all integers k, s ~ 0 with k + s :::; 2 , the following must hold: 
ak+s b g. 

___ -'IJ'----::-(p t) C 
ay ... ay. a{ 0' 0 < . 

II Ik 

Remark. Note that in 3.9(c) all of the smooth functions {g~, gt} depend on 
the choice of (po' to). An argument based on the compactness of Sm-I X [1 , 2] 
will show that C of 3.9(c) can be chosen to be independent of (po' to) provided 
the (XI"'" xm_ l ) are chosen to be the normal coordinates for Sm-I at Po 
with respect to the metric AIISm- 1 x to and provided that the (YI' ... , Ym- I) 
are chosen to be the normal coordinates for Sm-I at Po with respect to the 

. B ISm-I metnc I X to' 
Now define the coordinates Xi' Yi , and t as follows: 

3.10. (a) t=a.t, to=a.to; xi=sinh(to)xi ; yi=sinh(to)Yi ' 
Then we also have the following equalities. 
(b) 

(c) 
a 1 a a a a 1 a 
at = a. at; aXi = sinh(to) aXi ; aYi sinh(to) aYi . 

It follows from 3.9(a), (b) and from 3.1O(a), (b) that 3.8(a), (b) are satisfied 
and that the g~j' g~j of 3.8(a) can be computed in terms of the g~, gt of 
3.9(a) as follows: 
3.11. 

_a ( sinh(t))2 a 
g ij = sinh(to) gij ; 

_b (Sinh(t))2 b 
g ij = sinh(tO) gij . 
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Finally, note that it follows from 3.9(c), 3.10(c) and 3.11 that 3.8(c) is satis-
fied. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
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ABSTRACT. Let M denote a compact real hyperbolic manifold with dimension 
m 2: 5 and sectional curvature K = - I , and let 1: be an exotic sphere of 
dimension m. Given any small number t5 > 0 , we show that there is a finite 
covering space M of M satisfying the following properties: the connected 
sum M#1: is not diffeomorphic to M, but it is homeomorphic to M; M#1: 
supports a Riemannian metric having all of its sectional curvature values in the 
interval [-I - 0, -I + 0]. Thus, there are compact Riemannian manifolds 
of strictly negative sectional curvature which are not diffeomorphic but whose 
fundamental groups are isomorphic. This answers Problem 12 of the list com-
piled by Yau [22]; i.e., it gives counterexamples to the Lawson-Yau conjecture. 
Note that Mostow's Rigidity Theorem [17] implies that M#1: does not support 
a Riemannian metric whose sectional curvature is identically -I. (In fact, it 
is not diffeomorphic to any locally symmetric space.) Thus, the manifold M#1: 
supports a Riemannian metric with sectional curvature arbitrarily close to -I , 
but it does not support a Riemannian metric whose sectional curvature is iden-
tically -I . More complicated examples of manifolds satisfying the properties 
of the previous sentence were first constructed by Gromov and Thurston [II]. 
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